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Do you know how forests work? 

Why are there different trees and forests? 

What were the forests like in the past? What 

will they be like in the future? 

When did we start destroying them?  

And when to take care of them? 

 

El bosque es nuestra casa (The forest is our home) opens the door for 

us to learn about forests, how they work and about their natural cycles with a 

scientific and ecological approach. But also to understand our past relationship 

with them and the importance they have in our day-to-day. This book is, now 

more than ever, necessary to understand that we need to have a future next to 

the forests and what we can do so that they continue to take care of us and give 

us so much without putting them in danger. 

In this book –written and illustrated by two forest engineers–, every 

detail, every leaf, every tree drawn has a specific function. The authors talk 

about some, but others are nothing more than clues for the attentive reader to 

undertake their own research and discovery work. 

 

Sara Fernández (Madrid, 1976) is a writer and illustrator of children’s literature. She is also a 
forest engineer, although she currently works part-time to make it compatible with her creative 
work. She lives with her family in a town of 8 inhabitants surrounded by forests. After more than 
a decade working in rural development, sustainable forest management, environmental impact 
and outreach, Sara began to retrain as an illustrator and writer. After three years, she published 
her first illustrated album, A Florencio le pica la cabeza (Milrazones, 2019) and as a writer she 
has published Ser bajita es un rollo (Edelvives, 2020) and El día que me comió un león 
(Edelvives, 2021). El bosque es nuestra casa has allowed Sara to combine the three facets of 
her life —the creative, the scientific and the personal—, in a single project. 
 
Sonia Roig is a forest engineer and professor at the Polytechnic University of Madrid. She is 
currently the president of the Spanish Pasture Society. She investigates and teaches on 
subjects that have to do with how to care for trees and mountains, create new forests or value 
and optimize all the benefits that forest ecosystems provide us. For more than 20 years she has 
worked in various universities and research centers on multiple projects on the functioning of 
forests and silvopastoral systems. She has written many books and articles on her research 
which have been published all over the world. El bosque es nuestra casa has been for her an 



exciting project of many months and her opportunity to let future forest keepers learn about her 
experiences. 

 


